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For fc a field, a normal extension of fc is a field F containing fc such that the

group of automorphisms of F leaving fc point-wise fixed (the Galois group) is

finite and leaves no more than fc fixed. It is an untouched classical problem to

determine the normal extensions of fc. Because of this, realistic work has centered

on finding the Abelian extensions (the normal extensions where the Galois group

is commutative). Where fc is an algebraic number field this makes up the class

field theory. Where fc is any field of characteristic zero containing all the roots

of unity, the Abelian extensions are given by the Kummer theory. In this paper

we generalize the Kummer theory to an arbitrary field. In the characteristic p

case or in the case where roots of unity do not exist, our answer, although it

does not involve field extensions and thus is technically correct, is not as explicit

as we could wish. For instance, it is not clear how to use this work in the deriva-

tion of the class field theory. Yet our answer is in terms of a cohomology theory

in which a great deal of machinery exists simply because the theory is exactly

analogous to (i.e., is the same in category theory as) the cohomology of groups,

and for this reason we feel it presents a natural, systematic approach to questions

involving Abelian extensions in the same way that the less general Kummer

theory provides such an approach.

If we replace the word "set" by "commutative algebra with identity over fc"

and the phrase "map from A to B" by "algebra homomorphism from B to A,"

then the concept of a group transforms (using category theory for precision)

to an object which is often called a group scheme (or equivalently, a Hopf al-

gebra with inverse map). The ordinary cohomology of groups, together with

all its formalistic properties, transforms to these schemes. The group rings k(H)

and fc(L) are such schemes, where H denotes the group of integers and L denotes

the rationals modulo the integers. Our result is that the second cohomology

group of fc(L) with coefficients in k(H) (trivial operation) is naturally isomorphic

to the character group of the full Galois group of fc. This means that the Abelian

extensions of fc are in one-one correspondence with the finite subgroups of

of H2(k(L), k(H)). This cohomology group is explicitly a certain factor group of
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a group of units in fc(L x L). The use of a character basis in k(L x L) (when it

exists) gives the ordinary Kummer theory. When written explicitly the complex

for our cohomology groups is reminiscent of the Amitsur complex (see [1]);

in fact, it is easily checked that the Amitsur groups of a field F are the

H"iF,kiH)),n = 0,1,■■■ (in any category any object F is a semigroup by

^     ^ Pr°J2      „
F x F->   F

and operates on any "group" G by Fx G-»0-»C). Our use of group rings is

an extension of the methods of Galois algebras (see [2]) with the important

difference that we use group rings over the constant group L rather than over

the Galois group.

1. The map and that it is one-one. Let febea field, and let sék be the dual

of the category of commutative algebras with identity over k. For A,Bes¡/k,

Map(y4,ß) is the set, A\giB,A), of algebra homomorphisms from B into A which

take the identity of B into that of A. Ax Bis easily checked to be A ®k B. Map(4,fc)

has only one element for each A. Hence a group is an object A together with

an element çbeMap(/4 x A,A) such that there exists aleMapik,A) (the identity)

and a t e Map(^4,y4) (the inverse) which satisfy certain easily guessed properties.

If A with çb is a commutative group, then for any B e s/k, Map(B,A) is an ordinary

commutative group in a natural fashion. If B with 0 is a group, then an operation

of B on A is an element in Map(ß x A,A) which satisfies certain properties. If

B does operate on A we consider the ordinary complex

Map(M) -» Map(B,4) -* Map(ß x B,A) -► Map(ß x Bx B,A) ->•••,

where the maps are analogous to those in the ordinary cohomology of groups,

and we let H\B,A) denote the kernel modulo the image at Map(B",/l).

We have let H denote the integers and L denote the rationals modulo the integers.

The group algebra kiL)es#k. If çbiHa.ao) = Z¡V7®<r for aaek, oeL, then it

is easily checked that çb e Map(fc(L ) x fc(L), fe(L)) and that /c(L) with çb is a

commutative group. Similarly, /c(//) is a commutative group. If ipia) = 1 ® a

for a e fe(//), then \¡/ e Map(fe(L) x k(H), k{H)) and \¡/ gives an operation of fe(L)

on /c(//). Let Q be the field of separable elements in an algebraic closure of k,

and let G be the group of automorphisms of SI which leave k point-wise fixed.

Then G has a natural topology, and by Galois theory and Pontryagin duality the

finite subgroups of the character group Homc(G, L) are in one-one correspondence

with the Abelian extensions of k. Our aim is to prove that

Homc(G,L) s H2ikiL),kiH))

by a natural isomorphism A.
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For n any positive integer, it is easily checked that Map(fe(L)", fc(77))

= Alg(fc(77), k(L)n) is isomorphic to U(k(L)n), the group of units of k(L)n. This

is because every algebra homomorphism from k(77) is determined by the image of

a generator of 77. Here k(L)" = k(L) ® ••• ® k(L) may be thought of as the single

group ring k(L"), where L" denotes the direct product Lx ■■■ x Lof groups. Thus

our complex from which we take cohomology is

U(k) 4 U(k(L)) -i U(k(L x L)) J U (k(L xLxL))-

and  it  is  easily  checked  for  n  a  positive  integer  and  a e U(k(Ln)) that

Sn(a) = e®a-([\<j>s(a<-1)5))• (a ® e)("1)n+ ',

where s goes from 1 to n, e is the identity of L, and <j>, is defined by linearity

and ^((Ti ® • • • ® o-„) = a i ® ••• ® trs ® a, ® ••• ® (tb (i.e., apply <£ at the sth

place) for au--taHeL. This gives a concrete formulation of H2(k(L),k(H)).

Lemma. Let G operate on Cl(L) by operation on the coefficients. Then for

any feHomc(G,L) there exists a ue U(Q(L)) (the units) with x(u) = u-f(x) for

all xeG.

Proof. Let J be the image off. Since G is compact and Lis discrete, J is finite.

Let F be the field of elements left fixed by the kernel off. Then using/-1 we may

think of J as the Galois group of F over k. Let ß give a normal basis of F over k

and let u = Z<r-1(/?)o'eQ(L) where the sum is over the ceJ. Then for xeG

it is easily checked that x(u) = u -f(x). To show that w is a unit, we use the fact

that F ®t F is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of F, one for each xeJ, by

the correspondence which takes a®y into Zar-1(y). Thus there is an element

in F ® F which corresponds to 1 in the eth copy of F and 0 in the other copies.

Since ß gives a normal basis, this element is of the form ^Aa ® <r(/0- Now it is

easily checked that  2a,<t is an inverse for u.

With the lemma proved we are now in a position to define A. Let B2 be the

image of <5t. Let ô* be the obvious extension of öx to a map from U(Q(L)) to

U(Q(L x L)). Now for fe Homc(G, L) let A(/) = ¿t(u) • B2 where u is chosen as

in the lemma. It is easily checked for x e G that

x(ô*i(u)) = «5í(x(u)) = ô*i(u -f(x)) = ô*(u) ■ ô*(f(x)) = ô*(u)

(here the operation of x on Q(L x L) is on the coefficients) and thus ô*(u)

e U(k(L x L)). It is clear that <52(<5í(u)) = 0. Finally, if v is another element of

U(Q(L)) with x(v) = vf(x), then x(v'iu) = v~1u so v~lu e U(k(L)). Thus

ô*(u) = á*(ü) ■ 5i(t;-1ií) and we have shown that A is well defined.

We show now that A is one-one. Let / be in the kernel of A and u be chosen

as in the lemma. Then there is a v e U(k(G)) with S*(u) = ôx(v) and thus ô*(uv~~ ')

= e ® e. This implies that 4>*(uv~l) - (e® ur_1)-(ut)_1  ®e) where   (p* is the
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obvious extension of </> to a map from Sl(L) to Sl(L2). By the lemma which fol-

lows this implies that uv~l = a for some a e L, and thus for xeC,

u'f(x) = x(u) = x(av) = ov = u.

Hence f(x) = e for all x e G.

Lemma.    Suppose w e Sl(L) with tj)*(w) = w®w and w # 0. Then weL.

Proof.   Let w = E<vr where the sum is over a subset S of L and where we

may assume ol„ =¡¿ 0 for o e S. Then

2 Zoc„at<r ® t = w ® w = c/>*(w) =  Z<V7 ® o-

and thus a„oct = 0 for a # t. Hence S has only one element.

2. That the map is "onto." Let u be any unit in fc(L x L) with ô2(u)

= e ® e ® e. Clearly u 6 fc(J x J) for some finite subgroup J of L. We now use

an idea which in slightly different form and for different reasons is presented in

[2]. Let Au denote the dual vector space of Sl(J) made into an algebra over SI

by (f'9)(b)=f®g(<t>(b)-u) for all functionals f,g and all beSl(J). Since

S2(u) = e®e®e, e®u-tp2(u) = u®e-<py(u) which when applied to the de-

finition of multiplication gives associativity. We let J operate on Au by defining

f(a) as/(era) for oeJ,fe Au, a e Sl(J). Let h e Au be defined by linearity, h(tx) = 0

if a # e, and h(e) = 1. Then it is easily checked that J operates on Au as a group

of automorphisms, and also that the h", oeJ, give a normal basis. We let t = zZh".

Using the normal basis we can check that the at, aeQ, are exactly the elements

in Au left fixed by the operation of J. Hence for feAu, £/" = tr(/)f for some

tr(/) e SI. Now if we combine the map from Sl(J x J) to Sl(J) where o®ieJ x J

goes to tj~lx with that from Sl(J) to Homn(ii(J),Q(J)) where peJ goes into left

multiplication by p, then we get a composite algebra homomorphism F from

Sl(J x J) to Homn(Sl(J),Sl(J)). It is easily checked by direct computation (writing

u in terms of J x J as a basis) that det(r(u)) = det(tr(/iff • hT)), and also that

det(r(e® e)) = 1. Since F preserves multiplication and u has an inverse we get

dzt(tr(ha- n1)) ¥= 0. This implies that HaJ^h" ■ K) = 0 for all x has no nontrivial

solution in SI. Hence a # 0 with tr(a • b) = 0 for all b e Au is an impossibility.

Now just suppose that Au has a nontrivial radical JV (we aim for a contradiction).

Let JV"# 0 with JV"+1 = 0. With a e JV", a # 0, choose b e Au with tr(a ■ b) # 0.

Since each <r e J is an automorphism, í = tr(a • b)~1 • £(a • />)" gives that t e N".

Hence t • t = 0. But / is easily checked to be just the usual augmentation from

Sl(J) to SI, and thus both t and t ® í are algebra homomorphisms. Hence u hav-

ing an inverse and (i ® t) (e ® e) = 1, give (í ® r) («) 5¿ 0. But

(i • t)(e) = (í ® t) (t¡>(e)-u) = (t®t) (u) # 0

which contradicts t ■ t = 0. We have proved that Au is semisimple. Clearly, the
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argument we have given holds if we replace Q by any extension field, and thus

Au is separable.

Lemma. If e is a minimal central idempotent of Au, then the e", oeJ, are

exactly («o repeats) all the minimal central idempotents. In particular, Au is

isomorphic as an algebra to a direct sum of copies of £).

Proof. Since Au is semisimple, it has an identity 1. The elements left fixed

by J are those in Q • t, so this must be Í2 ■ 1. Let S be the group of elements in J

which leave the minimal central idempotent 6 fixed. Let t1;—,Tr be coset rep-

resentatives for J/S. Then £eTi is a nonzero idempotent left fixed by J (it is

easily checked that the e' are distinct and thus orthogonal), and thus it is 1. Hence

the e1' are all the minimal central idempotents. To prove now that S is trivial

let p be a generator of S (all finite subgroups of L are cyclic). Since Au is separable,

the center of Au • e is a separable field extension of Í2 • e, which by the nature of

Q. implies that Au ■ s is central simple. Thus every automorphism of Au • s is an

inner automorphism. In particular there is an a = a-eeAu-e with aba~1 = bp

for all A e Au • e. In particular ap = aaa ~1 = a. Thus a is left fixed by all elements

in S, which implies that Zat¡ = JV'e1' is left fixed by all elements in J. Hence

IV'eQ-l which implies that aeSl-e, and thus that p is trivial on Au-z. But

now for any beAu

b" = (lAe1')" = y.ibtr¡ey,p= E(fctr «)"*'= I(Ati"1£)ti= lAetf = A,

and since Au has a normal basis, p = e. This proves the lemma.

Now let A = ZjuX and e = ZvffA*. Then A = £ Hpavxhta which after equating

coefficients implies that c = T,pao is a unit in Í2(J) with c~i = £v„<7. Now by

direct computation

h"hr= H^p^- iumt- ■e'°= ZffZa./i^-i^^'V^-iA'',

and using this it is easily checked directly that

(A" • A^e) = h" ® h\çbic- *) • (c ® c))

for all p,xeJ. Hence u = 0(c~ ') • ic®c) = ô*yic). Since u e fe(L x L), >>(u) = "

for all yeG, and thus

<¡>{y(c)~ ') • Wc) ® y(c)) = <Kc~ ') • (c ® c)

which implies that

<K(Xc) • c' V1) • ((X<0 • c" ') ® Wc) • c" ')) = e ® e.

But this with the lemma at the end of the last section implies that yic) -c~l e L.

Denote yi¿)-c~l by giy). Then

c ■ giyz) = yzic) = yic ■ giz)) = yic) • giz) = c • #(y) • giz),
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so g(yz) = g(y) ■ g(z) for y,zeG. The coefficients of c generate a finite extension

of k. Let G0 be the automorphisms of G which leave this extension fixed. Then

G0 is closed and of finite index in G (implying all the cosets by G0 are open)

and since g is trivial on G0, g is continuous. Hence 0eHomc(G,L) with

A(g) = u-B2.
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